Abstract The Q-value is one of the parameters controlling attenuation of seismic waves with distance. Attenuation relations in crust used in the earthquake engineering applications usually consider models with uniform Q and geometrical spreading. In this work we try to estimate a nonuniform Q-value based on the ray geometrical spreading in a nonuniform velocity model. We estimate Q-values in the seismogenic and aseismic zones of the Kinki region (Japan) using Hi-net data. The Hi-net network consists of high-sensitivity seismometers in 100-200 m boreholes. We assumed a two-layer model of Q(f ) (seismogenic and aseismic zones), with uniform Q in each layer, and we applied a method for the separation of source, path, and site effects. Path lengths in the layers were calculated using raytracing. A geometrical spreading term was calculated for a realistic 1D velocity model (consisting of three layers over the Moho). Inversion was performed in two steps. (1) The Q value in the seismogenic layer was estimated using shallow earthquake data (depth Ͻ 20 km), assuming a one-layer Q model. (2) Data from subduction zone earthquakes covering the aseismic zone (with depths 20-70 km) and two-layer Q model (0-20 and 20-70 km) were used to calculate Q in the aseismic zone, where the Q-value for the upper layer was constrained by results of step 1. The total number of records used was 628. Only direct S-wave data were used to calculate Fourier amplitude spectra in the highfrequency range 1-10 Hz. Validation of the method and inversion results were made by inversion of synthesized data. We discuss in detail several possible sources of errors of the estimation of Q-values. The results of inversion showed a higher Q in the upper layer, Q(f ) ‫ס‬ 180f 0.7 for the seismogenic layer, than that in the lower, Q(f ) ‫ס‬ 90f 0.8 for the aseismic zone. This result supports the model of the crust containing a brittle seismogenic layer and a ductile aseismic zone. We proposed amplitude versus distance attenuation model for Kinki region, Japan, based on estimated Q-values and geometrical spreading.
Introduction
Attenuation of strong motion/seismic waves is usually described by two parameters: the geometrical spreading factor and the Q-value. The geometrical spreading factor describes attenuation of seismic waves in a purely elastic medium, when amplitude of seismic waves decreases with distance but total energy is conserved. Typical examples of geometrical spreading are (1) spherical spreading of P and S waves in a uniform model, which is acceptable at short distances (say 0-70 km), and (2) cylindrical spreading of L g waves in a layered model of continental crust at large distances (100-300 km).
Theoretically, the Q-value describes losses of energy due to conversion of elastic energy into heat, or other types of energy (intrinsic Q). In the case of a seismic wave propogating from source to site, the Q-value also includes losses of energy propagating inside the the direct wave group due to scattering on velocity heterogeneities (Sato and Fehler, 1998) .
Practically, the Q-value includes also errors of inaccurate modeling of the geometrical spreading factor and errors due to the trade-offs in regression analysis. This leads sometimes to a wide variation of estimations of the Q-value for the same region made by different methods, for example by the method of separation of source, site, and path effects (Iwata and Irikura, 1988) , by the coda normalization method (Aki and Chouet, 1975) , or by the double-spectral ratio method (Chun et al., 1987) .
Even if the same method is used for a region and results are acceptable from the point of view of regression analysis (residuals are minimal and independent on distance), the estimated Q-value is distance dependent in the sense that, for several inversions with data sets having different average distances, the inverted Q-values are also different; namely, with increasing average distance, the Q-value also increases (e.g., Trifunac, 1989) . This was interpreted as a combination of the effects of a depth-dependent Q-value and dipping of the rays with increasing average distance. Empirical attenuation relations of strong motion parameters (peak acceleration, response spectrum, Fourier spectrum, etc.) usually consider uniform geometrical spreading and Q-values. For simplicity, or because of the shortage of data, geometrical spreading is often approximated as spherical geometrical spreading in attenuation relations (e.g., Atkinson and or estimated as single free parameter of regression, the same for all distances (e.g., . For a wide range of distances, Atkinson and Mereu (1992) proposed a set of attenuation relations based on a piecewise model of geometrical spreading: slightly faster than spherical, R ‫1.1מ‬ , at short distances R Ͻ 70 km, cylindrical at distances R Ͼ 130 km, and no apparent geometrical spreading for the intermediate distance 70 Ͻ R Ͻ 130 km. This is acceptable for eastern and western North America, where the seismogenic layer has relatively constant shallow depth. For a subduction zone (Japan), the model should be more complicated.
In predicting strong ground motions, the following procedure is applied: to have enough data for statistics, the distance attenuation relation (but in many cases only the Q-value) is estimated from a data set of small earthquakes with larger average distance (ϳ100 km), and then it is used to predict strong ground motions at shorter, near-source distances (for inland earthquakes smaller than 30-40 km), where the expected "effective" Q-value is different. Although the Q-value as a medium parameter should be distance independent, practically, as we mentioned earlier, estimation of this parameter strongly depends on the assumed value of geometrical spreading and in this case should be considered only as a regression parameter of the attenuation relation. The physical meaning of the Q-value should be limited by the assumed geometrical spreading.
To increase the accuracy of strong ground motion prediction and, at the same time, to make the Q-value physically significant, we need to develop a method to estimate Q-values based on realistic model of geometrical spreading. Using such method we can try to estimate nonuniform, particularly depth-dependent Q-values. The result would allow us to develop a model of distance attenuation of seismic waves, which gives more reliable extrapolation to short distances.
The considered problem is not new in seismological studies. Several attempts to apply the attenuation tomography method were made to estimate a nonuniform Q-value (Roth et al., 1999; Tsumura et al., 2000; Nakamura and Uetake, 2002) . The drawbacks of these studies, which make them not suitable for the prediction of strong ground motions, are (1) they use a frequency-independent model of the Q-value (except of Nakamura and Vetake [2002] ), (2) they use a fixed value of geometrical spreading, and (3) due to trade-offs between free parameters of inversion (Q-values in blocks, source effects, site corrections) the results of attenuation tomography in many cases can be considered only as an image of attenuation that show zones with attenuation higher or lower than average (which itself is good result), but for the prediction we need to measure Q accurately.
In this work we try to calculate the geometrical spreading of direct waves based on a simple velocity model and ray theory and then to estimate the depth-dependent Q-value in the Kinki region of Japan.
The seismicity in the studied area, which is above the subducted Philippine Sea plate, consists of shallow events at depths of 0-18 km (seismogenic layer); in the deeper part earthquakes are rare (aseismic zone or mantle wedge). This seismic-aseismic boundary is usually related to the model of a brittle-ductile boundary in the middle crust. If the model with a brittle-ductile boundary is correct, the inelastic attenuation factor Q for shear waves (S waves) should be larger for the seismogenic layer and smaller for the aseismic zone. In this article we try to test this point and to determine separately Q in the shallow seismogenic layer, Q sh , and the deeper aseismic zone, Q dp .
We used the method of Iwata and Irikura (1988) for the separation of source, site, and path effects, modified by Petukhin and Irikura (2000) . This method has sufficient resolution and small dependence on source and site effects, and allows the study of frequency-dependent Q.
The estimated Q depends on the assumed geometrical spreading. It was found that the separation of Q sh and Q dp was possible after accurate calculation of geometrical spreading. For real data distribution, for the same hypocentral distance R, the geometrical spreading term was smaller and the Q-value was larger for the seismogenic layer. (If we had assumed the same geometrical spreading for both layers, then the estimated Q sh and Q dp would have been almost the same.)
In this work we used data from the Hi-net network, recently installed in Japan (Obara et al., 2000) . This network consists of deep borehole seismometers (100-200 m depth) with high sensitivity and high dynamic range. We expect that borehole installations have smaller site amplification and smaller uncertainty than equivalent surface measurements, resulting in more accurate estimations of Q.
Method
We employed the method of Petukhin and Irikura (2000) for the determination of Q. As we were interested only in the depth dependence of Q, we assumed that lateral variations are minor and modeled the crust, and hence the Q-structure, as a simple layered structure. We briefly outline the method. We assume that the observed amplitude Fourier spectrum at a (high) frequency f l at site j from source i is a product of four factors: (1) source, (2) seismic impedance amplification, (3) path attenuation (geometrical spreading multiplied by "inelastic" losses), and (4) site (amplification) effects (Fig. 1) , plus errors.
where O ij ( f l ) is the observed spectrum at frequency f l for the source/site pair ij,
is the geometrical spreading factor (D is epicentral distance, h is depth), and Q k ( f l ), , k r ij and k are the inelastic attenuation factor, path length, and S-wave velocity inside the kth layer, respectively. The variables q i and i are the density and velocity at the source depth; and q 0 and 0 are the density and velocity at a depth of basement under the site; we assumed that values of q 0 and 0 are the same for all sites. Random error is ( f l ). It is e c ij usually assumed that logc e has normal distribution with zero mean value. The standard deviation r e depends on many factors: type of model, number of free parameters, and width of window for smoothing, and in most cases it belongs to the range 0.15-0.45. Taking a common logarithm, we can write this in a linear form with observed spectrum, corrected for seismic impedance, on the left-hand side, and source, path, and site effects on the right-hand side:
log S i , log G j , and f l /Q k ( f l ) are unknown parameters to be determined by linear inversion. To remove the trade-off between source and site effects, we should fix the amplification at least at one reference site (see Iwata and Irikura, 1988) :
Here, is the response at a reference station. Estimation H A ref of this response is made from the radial/vertical component spectral ratio for the SV wave incidence, the procedure of which is described in detail in Petukhin and Irikura (2000) . To make the results for Q physically realizable, we also assume that Q Ն 0:
Because the inversion is made separately for a set of frequencies (true for the linear case), this method is suitable for studying the frequency dependence of Q.
To remove possible trade-off between layers, we applied a two-step layer-stripping (layer-by-layer) algorithm. At the first step, only data from shallow events, whose rays pass within the upper seismogenic layer, were used to estimate Q sh assuming uniform Q structure. At the second step, data from events from the subduction zone deeper than 20 km were used. In this case, the rays pass through the both studied zones, and to determine Q dp we fixed Q sh using results of the first step of inversion. The extension of this method to a larger number of layers is straightforward.
Effect of the Geometrical Spreading Factor
From equation (2) we can see that there is the possibility for a trade-off between the geometrical spreading factor g and inelastic attenuation factor described by Q. The functional form of both factors is different, and for a large data set and a wide distance range one could try to separate these two factors in an inversion procedure, but in this work it was questionable. The distance range should be wide enough to make standard deviation of random errors logc e in equation (2) much smaller than the variation of difference between the geometrical spreading factor g and inelastic attenuation. Another possible way is to fix or to calculate g using some theoretical assumptions. The latter approach we used in this work. The basis of this approach is that the velocity models, responsible for geometrical spreading, are well developed independently from the travel-time data.
In the strong motion attenuation relations, it is assumed usually that the geometrical spreading factor has the form n g(R) ‫ס‬ 1/R .
(5)
Here, R is a distance to the source (hypocentral distance for a small earthquake). It is widely assumed that the geometrical spreading g at high frequencies and regional distances is spherical (i.e., n ‫ס‬ 1). However, a contamination of the S-wave group by surface waves or L g waves can shift n to a smaller value. On the other hand, for direct waves, in the presence of strong velocity discontinuity (e.g., the Moho boundary), g can decrease with distance faster than 1/R (or n Ͼ 1) if the source is located below the Moho. We considered that the last effect was more important at short distances and include it in our model (equation 2). To do this, we calculated the geometrical spreading term g(D,h) for each path (or source-site pair) separately taking into account the spreading of its ray tube in a 1D velocity model.
Following Aki and Richards (1980, their figure 4 .11) we defined the geometrical spreading (Fig. 2a) as broadening of the area of cross section of ray tube emanating from the source defined by four close rays with coordinates (, H),
and H are the azimuth and outgoing angles. We used the following formula to calculate the geometrical spreading, which was convenient for numerical estimation:
where dS is the area of cross section at the point of observation and dS 0 is the area of cross section at small distance R 0 . We assumed R 0 ‫ס‬ 1 km. To calculate g for the 1D velocity model, we can estimate the ratio dS 0 /dS numerically from the spreading of two close rays in the vertical direction, that is, (, H) and (, H ‫ם‬ dH). In the azimuthal direction, it was assumed that the spreading is cylindrical. Because we will use a two-point raytracing algorithm to calculate rays, it was convenient to choose d D , the small increment of the distance between two points on the surface in radial direction (one of the points is the site), as the independent parameter for the numerical calculations instead of dH. In this case, neglecting by small values of second order in Tailor expansion, formula (6a) can be reduced to ( Fig. 2b ):
Here D is the epicentral distance and i is the incident angle. To calculate rays from source to site (two-point raytracing), we used the pseudobending algorithm of Um and Thurber (1987) modified for a velocity model with discontinuities (Zhao et al., 1992) .
In this work a velocity model specific to the Kinki region was used. Zhao and Negishi (1998) used it as initial velocity model in seismic tomography inversion of the 1995 Hyogoken Nanbu (Kobe) aftershock data. This model has three discontinuities at depths h ‫ס‬ 3, 16, and 34.5 km (the seismological basement, Conrad, and Moho boundaries, respectively; Fig. 3 ) and consists of four layers: surface lowvelocity layer, upper crust, lower crust, and upper mantle. The original velocity model was steplike with constant velocities inside layers. We slightly modified this model and put small constant velocity gradients inside the low-velocity layer, upper crust, and lower crust; the P-wave velocity varies from 4.8 to 4.9 km/sec in the low-velocity layer, from 5.9 to 6.1 km/sec in the upper crust, and from 6.6 to 6.8 km/ sec in the lower crust. To calculate the S-wave velocity we assumed a constant P-to-S-velocity ratio, P / S ‫ס‬ 1.73. The effect of the low-velocity layer was important in our study, Figure 3 . Velocity models. Model I is the initial velocity model of Zhao and Negishi (1998) , but slightly smoothed; to make the velocity discontinuity at 3 km depth more realistic, it was changed by an interface linearly interpolated between 3 and 4 km. Model II is the same as model I, but without a lowvelocity layer. Model III is the original steplike model from Zhao and Negishi (1998) . Dashed lines are the 3-, 16-, and 34.5-km interfaces.
and to make this part of the velocity structure more realistic we smoothed the velocity interface at h ‫ס‬ 3 km; a constant gradient was applied between h ‫ס‬ 3 and 4 km. In Figure 3 , this is model I. Also, two variants of this model were used: model II without a low-velocity layer, and model III, which was the original steplike velocity model from Zhao and Nigishi (1998) . The last model is used in routine hypocenter determination.
To study the geometrical spreading effect, we calculated g(D, h) for velocity model I for a set of values in the range D ‫ס‬ 10-100 km, step 4.5 km; h ‫ס‬ 6-80 km, step 2 km. The results are shown in Figure 4 . Here we plotted the exponent of geometrical spreading n calculated from equation (5), where R is the distance along the ray. Figure 4 shows that for the used 1D velocity model, the spherical geometrical spreading (n Ϸ 1) can be assumed everywhere, except in thin layers just under the discontinuities, where n Ͼ 1. This effect can be easily explained by refraction at a discontinuity ( Fig. 2a) : on the refraction boundary the dependence of dS versus R sharply increases (dS 2 Ͼ dS 1 while R 2 Ϸ R 1 , where dS 1 and dS 2 are the ray-tube cross-section areas before and after refraction).
Inversion Procedure
Based on our model 2 we can write a system of linear equations for a particular frequency f ‫ס‬ f l :
where d im and d jn are dummy variables: d im ‫ס‬ 1 if i ‫ס‬ m, and 0 otherwise. N S and N G are the number of used sources and sites, respectively. Unlike in formula (2), here the source term was cor-SЈ i rected for seismic impedance. To simplify the calculations we included such correction into the free parameter , not SЈ i into the observed spectrum O ij or into the geometrical spreading g (the last would be more logical, because seismic impedance correction describes amplification due to propagation from source to site), because in this case we do not need to make additional correction before inversion, while the inverted value includes the impedance correction. In SЈ i case we need to estimate the value of the source effect, we can make an additional correction after inversion. Equation (7) was written in matrix form:
where y was the vector of observed data, namely, log(O ij / g ij ); A is the matrix that was constructed from known data, namely, d im , ‫מ‬p log e • , and d jn ; x is the vector of unk r ij m k knowns to be determined, namely, log , f /Q k and logG n .
SЈ m The linear system (8) was solved by the least-squares method after applying dumping in the form
kI 0 where I is a square matrix with diagonal elements equal to 1 and k is a scalar, which should be small enough to avoid shifting of estimated 1/Q values and, on the other hand, to stabilize inversion, should be much larger than the minimal eigenvalue of matrix A. We checked a set of values in a wide range of k from the minimal eigenvalue to 1.0 and found that the inversion become stable and that there was no noticeable shift of the inverted value 1/Q observed in a wide range of k from a value 10 times larger than the minimal eigenvalue to 0.05. For inversion, k ‫ס‬ 0.01 was assumed.
The least-squares method is sensitive to outliers. We compared the correspondence of the residuals of our inverted model to a normal distribution using the v 2 test and found that outliers existed in our data (Fig. 5) . To reduce effect of these outliers, we applied the iterative reweighted leastsquares method (Nolet, 1987) : data with residuals from the previous iteration more than 2.5r, where r is the standard deviation, were discarded, and the inversion was repeated while the resulting v 2 probability was decreasing to 5% (but not more than 10 iterations). The rejection rate of data was usually smaller than 10%. To calculate this plot, the site was located at point (0,0) and sources were distributed over a rectangular grid in the range of depth ‫ס‬ 6-80 km (step 2 km) and epicentral distance ‫ס‬ 10-100 km (step 4.5 km). Points are data inside the seismogenic layer (circles) and aseismic zone (crosses); the triangle is the station location, and red lines are assumed boundaries between the low-velocity layer, upper crust (seismogenic layer), lower crust, and mantle wedge. 
Data
In this work, we used velocity records of the Hi-net network in Japan. This network consists of more than 500 stations with high dynamic range, borehole-type seismometers at depths of 100-200 m (Obara et al., 2000) . The instruments have a flat velocity response in the frequency range 1-35 Hz, digitizing at a rate of 100 counts/sec. We used data from stations in the Kinki region. The station locations in the selected region are shown in Figure 6a ,b.
Seismicity in this region consists of two types of earthquakes: (1) shallow events above 16-18 km depth (seismogenic layer; Nakamura et al., 1997a; Ito, 1999) and (2) events of the Philippine Sea plate subduction zone. The depth of the latter events increase in the northwest direction up to 80 km under the central part of selected region (Nakamura et al., 1997a) . We used shallow earthquakes at the first step of the inversion and subduction zone earthquakes at the second step. To avoid shifting of the resulting Q-value due to the nonuniform distribution of data, we deleted data from 28 earthquakes in the dense earthquake swarm with coordinates 34.4Њ N, 136.2Њ E (almost half of the initial data set).
In the first step we used a data subset with the parameters M JMA ‫ס‬ 3-5.5, depth h ‫ס‬ 8-20 km, distance R ‫ס‬ 0-75 km, and peak velocity V max Ͼ 5 nm/sec (this value is Cross section on the bottom shows ray coverage cross to subduction zone (line AAЈ). Rays begin in the high-Q slab but pass mainly the aseismic wedge between the slab and seismogenic layer.
around 10 times larger than the trigger level). To reduce possible systematic errors related to the source radiation pattern and to the dependence of the site effect on azimuth and incident angle, only those sources and sites with N records Ն 4 were used. The total number of records we used was 362. The events with h Ͻ 8 km were deleted to avoid problems with errors in depth estimation, which are possible for very shallow earthquakes, and to avoid records that are highly scattered in shallow layers. Hypocenter parameters were selected from the hypocenter list of the Seismic Wave Automatic Triggering and Recording Network (SATARN; Ohmi et al., 1999) . The data subset at the second step had parameters h ‫ס‬ 20-70 km, R ‫ס‬ 20-150 km, and N records Ն 6. The total number of records at the second step was 266. The reference station for both steps of the inversion was WKYH03 (Nokami) . This station is located in the central part of the selected area and is installed in high-velocity mudstone, v P ‫ס‬ 3800 m/sec and v S ‫ס‬ 2100 m/sec at the depth of seismometer installation (103 m). The total number of used sources was 55, stations, 30. The stations, epicenters of earthquakes, and path coverage are shown in Figure 6a ,b.
Regarding the distribution of data with distance, a strong nonuniform distribution of data with distance can distort results of the Q inversion due to the trade-off between the source effect and Q value (discussed later). Our selected dataset had a relatively uniform distribution of data with R (Fig. 7) .
Applied data processing for the calculation of the amplitude Fourier spectrum includes the following steps: 1. Base-line correction by fitting to a straight line. 2. Cutting out a segment of the S-wave group. 3. Tapering by a 10% cosine taper (5% from each side). 4. Calculation of the amplitude Fourier spectrum. 5. Smoothing in log scale using a moving window method with the window [f c /log(0.05) f c *log(0.05)], where f c is the "central" frequency of the window. 6. Estimation of the noise level from a part of the record before the P arrival. 7. Exclusion of the spectrum over the frequency range with a signal-to-noise ratio less than 2. 8. Calculation of the root mean square value of the spectra of all three components (power summation of components).
In this procedure the most difficult step to make was the second. It was easy to define the beginning of the S-wave group, but its later part is contaminated by scattered phases and gradually turns into coda. Scattered (refracted, reflected, and converted) phases have different paths and are not consistent with our model (equation 1). They can randomly distort the observed spectra of individual records and make the inversion unstable or distort the result for Q. We tried to estimate and manually cut out the direct phases only, excluding reflected and converted phases. Figure 8 shows the applied procedure.
To select direct waves (east-west, north-south, and updown) we plotted on the monitor, for each record, (1) three components of the original seismogram, (2) their integrated records, (3) their envelopes, and (4) parameters of polarization. The envelope records helped us to visualize the direct, most energetic pulse, while the integrated records helped us to separate low-frequency surface or basin waves. Scattered waves have a polarization different from direct waves. To separate direct and scattered waves we also used polarization parameters (Vidale, 1986) : dip and strike polarization angle, elliptical polarization parameter, and polarization strength parameter. Mostly, this complex procedure helped us to separate direct waves easily. In difficult cases we used a fixed, 1-sec window. A histogram of the distribution of estimated window lengths is shown in Figure 9 . From this distribution we can estimate the average window of direct waves as 1.2 ‫ע‬ 0.3 sec.
During the processing of data we estimated that the lownoise frequency range was 1-10 Hz; so, our results at frequencies higher than 10 Hz were less reliable.
Results Figure 10 shows the results for velocity model I. The inverted value 1/Q dp at f ‫ס‬ 4 Hz for the aseismic zone was remarkably shifted to zero and had large errors at the same time. We consider this estimation unreliable and excluded it (later we will discuss possible reasons for this instability). To estimate the average trend of Q versus f , the rest of the points in the range f ‫ס‬ 1-10 Hz were fitted to power laws (straight line in log-log scale):
In Figure 10 the results of inversion for each layer and the estimated trends for model I are plotted together. They show that in the frequency range 1-10 Hz, both relations had a similar trend with frequency, but Q sh was two times larger than Q dp . At frequencies f Ͼ 10 Hz, the trend of the Q-value versus f was smaller. Figure 11 and Table 1 show results for the trends of Q-values for all three models in Figure 3 .
Analysis of Figure 10 , Figure 11 , and Table 1 shows that for velocity model II, the results of the inversion for Q sh and Q dp were almost the same. For our data set, geometrical spreading for model II was equivalent to the assumption of spherical geometrical spreading with n ‫ס‬ 1.0 for almost all records: for events in the seismogenic layer the velocity model was uniform, while rays, going up from slab events, had a small incident angle at the interfaces and the effect of refraction on geometrical spreading was negligible. This example shows that without accurate calculation of geometrical spreading for a realistic velocity model, the separation of Q sh and Q dp could be impossible. Results for model III show that depending on the assumed velocity model, the difference between Q sh and Q dp can be even larger.
Results for the Q-values are comparable with other studies in the same area (Fig. 12) . Q-values estimated from coda waves (Akamtsu, 1986; Kanao and Ito, 1990) or the coda normalization method for S-waves (Kanao and Ito, 1991) have values similar to Q sh . The result of Nakamura et al. (1997b) for the Rokko mountain area north of Osaka Bay has a smaller value of Q and was explained by larger attenuation in the Rokko fault zone. The result of Moya and Irikura (1998) for the Osaka Bay area, also estimated by the method of separation of source, path, and site effects, has an extremely small value of Q: Q( f ) ‫ס‬ 33f . Partly, we can explain this small value of Q by the smaller value of the exponent of geometrical spreading, n ‫ס‬ 1.0, assumed in their inversion. For small distances (the average R is 25-30 km in the case of Moya and Irikura [1998] ) a small shift of n to a smaller value from the real one can strongly reduce the estimated Q (discussed later). But we should mention here that this does not shift the total path attenuation, which is used for the prediction of strong ground motion.
It is possible to explain the large difference between Q sh and Q dp by a difference of effective geometrical spreading: from Figure 4 we can see that on average, ͗n͘ ϳ 1.1 for seismogenic layer earthquakes and ͗n͘ ϳ 1.0 for aseismic zone earthquakes. At small, regional distances even this small difference of geometrical spreading could strongly change the estimated Q. To demonstrate this effect, let assume for simplicity f ‫ס‬ 1 Hz. Then the total path attenuation will have the form
Q m 0 S
We calculated the path attenuation P(R) assuming n ‫ס‬ 1.1 and Q 0 ‫ס‬ 50, 100, and 200 and then solve equation (11) for Q(R) assuming n ‫ס‬ 1.0. The results are plotted in Figure 13 for a range of distances R. We can see that if the assumed exponent of geometrical spreading was smaller than real one, then, at short distances, the estimated Q was shifted to a remarkably smaller value. With increasing distance, the estimated Q asymptotically approaches the initial value. This is because at short distances the effect of the inelastic attenuation is small compared to the geometrical spreading. But it becomes larger with increasing distance, and at a distance 150 km or more, the error of Q estimation due to the error in estimation of the geometrical spreading becomes negligible.
On the Structure of the Low-Velocity Layer
The result of the separation of Q sh and Q dp strongly depends on the assumed velocity model. In our velocity model the largest effect on the estimation of geometrical spreading was caused by the discontinuity at 3-km depth. This discontinuity is usually called the "seismological basement" and may correspond to the boundary of different kinds of rock, sedimentary rock and granite. To detect such discontinuities, the method of seismic exploration is suitable.
Detailed deep seismic explorations in the Kinki region were made several times (for references, see Kurashimo et al. [2002] ; some results are compiled in Kamei [1996] ). Two profiles crossing the Kii peninsula (southern part of the studied area) were made in 1988 and 1994; in the 1989 the profile crossed the northern part of the region in west-southwesteast-northeast direction, and in 1995 (Piao et al., 1999) , another profile crossed the central part of the region from Awaji island to Lake Biwa in the southwest-northeast direction. All velocity models, estimated during these explorations, show the existence of the low-velocity layer with a velocity discontinuity from 1 to 6 km depth, deeper under the Osaka basin (ϳ5 km) and Lake Biwa (ϳ6 km). The depths of these discontinuities are variable, but they are always shallower than 8.5 km (the depth of the shallowest source used for inversion), and qualitatively their role is the same as the 3-km discontinuity in our case.
Another question is, Does the shallow velocity discontinuity really exist, or this is just model simplification? To test this point Petukhin et al. (2002) inverted high-frequency receiver functions of close events (R Ͻ 30 km) for velocity structure of the low-velocity layer. In their results, velocity discontinuities were detected under six Hi-net sites out of nine studied.
Validation of the Method using Data Simulated by SEIS88
To make general checking of the applied method of estimation of geometrical spreading and an inversion procedure, we inverted data simulated by an accurate ray theory algorithm. For our purpose the 2D program SEIS88 by Č ervený and Pšenčík (1988) was suitable, because it also includes attenuation effects.
We simulated a data set for one frequency, f ‫ס‬ 5 Hz, with a distribution of sources and sites in space similar to ours. The problem was that if we put sources and sites in one vertical plane (suitable for 2D calculations by SEIS88), the distance distribution was different from the observed one and was shifted to shorter distances with a mean value results of other authors in the same region. Solid line, this study (model I), the seismogenic layer; dashed line, this study (model I), the aseismic zone; triangles, Akamatsu (1986) ; squares, Kanao and Ito (1990) ; circles, Kanao and Ito (1991) ; crosses, Nakamura et al. (1997b) ; pluses, Moya and Irikura (1998) . Correlations between path effect and source or site effects were poor, but it was strongly increased, up to C corr ϳ ‫,9.0מ‬ if the total source ‫ם‬ site effect was considered. For deep events, the correlation between Q in and the source effect was stronger than the correlation between Q in and the site effect.
part. We used different values for Q in the low-velocity layer and upper crust instead of a single value in the inversion result; this is a more realistic model. These values were assumed in such a way that the average Q along the average path equals to the result of inversion: Q(5 Hz) ‫ס‬ 181 0.69 ‫ס‬ 550. Before inversion, random numbers with a standard deviation of r e ‫ס‬ 0.2 were added to the simulated data points to simulate the effect of c e -in equation (1) or (2). This value equals the standard deviation of residuals of inversion. To avoid problems with surface amplification of the radial component at large incident angles (see Č ervený, 2001, their figure 5.11b), a more realistic gradient velocity model for the low-velocity layer was assumed for the simulations, which decreased the incident angle. The model had velocities v S ‫ס‬ 3.4 km/sec at a depth of 3 km and v S ‫ס‬ 2.0 km/sec at the depth of the instrument; the latter velocity is the average velocity for Hi-net stations in the Kinki region. Using a gradient model for the low-velocity layer except for steplike model I results in a smaller difference between the seismogenic and aseismic layer.
Inversion results from 20 simulations are summarized in Table 2 . Generally, they show the same values as the initial Q, but slightly reduced: in the seismogenic layer Q sh ‫ס‬ 415-575 (average Q sh ‫ס‬ 475 versus 550), whereas in the aseismic zone Q dp ‫ס‬ 210-310 (average Q dp ‫ס‬ 260 versus 333). This smaller result means that our inverted Q-values maybe slightly underestimated and should be larger, but still we have a larger Q in the seismogenic layer than in the aseismic zone. For comparison, if we used simultaneous inversion instead of the layer-stripping method, the shift of inverted Q sh was larger (in case of simultaneous inversion of deep earthquakes only): 420 versus 550.
The results of the simulation clearly show the existence of the trade-off between source ‫ם‬ site effects and the path/ Q-value effect (Fig. 14) . The correlation coefficient is around 0.9 for both shallow and deep events. For simulation of deep earthquakes, as was expected, the trade-off between Q and S was stronger than between Q and G. This trade-off appears to be due to the assumed realistic value of r ‫ס‬ 0.2; if r ‫ס‬ 0.0, the trade-off disappears. Table 2 also shows the errors between the initial and inverted values of source and site effects. The errors of source and site effects separately are larger than the error of the total source ‫ם‬ site effect; this is due to the trade-off between source and site effect, which still exists in noisy data, even if we constrained the site effect at the reference station. Figure 15 . Distance attenuation relations (path effect) for f ‫ס‬ 1 Hz. An impedance correction was not included. The dashed line is for the model with uniform Q ‫ס‬ 80 and velocity s ‫ס‬ 3.5 km/sec; solid lines are for the nonuniform model (light gray for sources in the seismogenic layer, dark gray for sources in the subduction slab). Numbers near each line are the depth of the source. Arrows show possible errors due to extrapolation to the epicenter of inversion results using the uniform model.
Distance Attenuation Relations
Based on the inverted Q-values and estimated geometrical spreading, we calculated attenuation relations versus hypocentral distance. Results for a set of the source depth h ‫ס‬ 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 km and for f ‫ס‬ 1 Hz are shown in Figure 15 . The impedance correction was not included. To calculate the geometrical spreading term we used the gradient model for the low-velocity layer. The Q-value in the seismogenic layer was separated into two values: Q lv (1 Hz) ‫ס‬ 90 for h ‫ס‬ 0-3 km and Q sh (1 Hz) ‫ס‬ 210 for h ‫ס‬ 3-20 km. For comparison, the regular attenuation model for the uniform Q ‫ס‬ 80 and spherical geometrical spreading 1/R was also plotted in Figure 15 . The last value is much lower than the inverted Q-value because spherical geometrical spreading was assumed for this line.
Usually, such attenuation relations are estimated from a dataset with relatively large distance, say 50-70 km (in this case it is possible to select enough data for the inversion), and then results are extrapolated to a shorter epicentral distance (say, 1-20 km), where someone needs to predict strong ground motions. Arrows in the figure show estimations of a possible error of this kind of extrapolation, if a uniform model was assumed instead of the 1D model of Q-value and geometrical spreading proposed here. These values were estimated in the following way: (1) a family of attenuation curves for a set of Q-values from 20 to 100 was calculated for the uniform model; (2) the arrows show the difference in the epicenter between the nonuniform attenuation curve and one of the uniform attenuation curves touching the nonuniform attenuation curve at an "extreme" point. For a source in the seismogenic layer at a depth of 15 km the error could be negligible, but for 10 km the error can be around 1.2 times or 1/4 magnitude on the seismic intensity scale. For sources in the slab, attenuation with distance was steeper for the 1D model because of the effect of the 16-km and the Moho velocity discontinuities. In this case largest error (for a source at 20 km depth) could be more than 1.4 times or 1/2 magnitude on the seismic intensity scale. In all cases the strong ground motions could be underestimated.
Discussion
In this article we concentrated mainly on analysis of the Q-value. Inverted source and site effects also provide some information, which was possible to use to check the reliability of the results for the Q-value.
To check the reliability of the source effect, we fitted the inverted source effect for each event by the x 2 model with the parameters seismic moment M 0 and corner frequency f c . The impedance correction was applied in this case. To avoid problems with the f max effect, fitting was made for frequencies less than 10 Hz only. Results show that estimated values of M 0 fit well with those estimated independently by the waveform inversion and f c values follow the average trend versus M 0 (Iio, 1986) .
The average residuals between the inverted source effect and x 2 model are shown in Figure 16 . The inverted source effects and x 2 model fit well, except for the peak near f ‫ס‬ 4 Hz for shallow events. The nature of this peak was unknown; it can partly be explained by the trade-off with Q-value (Q sh had similar negative peak near f ‫ס‬ 4 Hz; see Fig. 10 ) and partly by a trade-off with site effect. The behavior of the latter should be complicated near this frequency due to the destructive interference of direct waves and waves reflected from the surface, for deep borehole in- Figure 16 . Average residuals between inverted source effect S and x 2 model for shallow events S sh (solid line) and deep events S dp (dashed line). The vertical bar shows range of scattering of individual residuals. A discussion of possible reasons for the large anomaly at f ‫ס‬ 4 Hz is given in the text.
stallations. It cannot be explained by the trade-off with the constrained reference site effect: the same reference site constraint was applied also for aseismic zone events, but residuals for these events did not show any anomaly near f ‫ס‬ 4 Hz. We should mention here that the positive peak of Q dp at the same frequency (which was rejected during the power law fitting) can be explained by a trade-off with Q sh : average anomalies in the path effect on the paths inside the seismogenic layer and aseismic zone (for average distances of 25 and 55 km, respectively) had the same value but opposite sign.
For all Hi-net stations, the velocity structure between the surface and the depth of instrument installation (within upper 100 m) was available. We used this opportunity and compared inverted site effects with the site effects calculated by the propagator matrix method (Kennett and Kerry, 1979) . The site effects were calculated for an incident angle equal to the average incident angle over all data; Q P and Q S values in the ground layers were assumed proportional to P-and Swave velocities following Clouser and Langston (1991) . The results show that for the majority of stations, the fit between the inverted and calculated site effect was quite good.
Our model to estimate the Q-value was simplified in a way convenient for numerical calculations. In the Appendix we have summarized our knowledge about possible sources of errors that could shift the estimation of the Q-value. Although no numerical estimations were made in some cases, the tendency is that our results of separation of the Q-values are reasonable.
The effect of the geometrical spreading factor on Q estimation gives us a new interpretation for some previous estimations of Q (i.e., Nakamura et al., 1997b; Moya and Irikura, 1998) , which were made by the method of separation of source, path, and site effects, with assumption of spherical geometrical spreading. The Q-value, which is estimated from a shallow data set (where a larger than 1.0 value of the exponent of geometrical spreading was expected), probably has higher value.
These results for the Q-value support the model of the crust with a brittle-ductile transition between the seismogenic and aseismic zone (Shimada, 1993) . Another piece of evidence for the partial melting in the lower crust is the recent discovery of low-frequency earthquakes near the Moho boundary (Ohmi, 2001; Pitt et al., 2002) . These earthquakes are similar to the volcanic low-frequency earthquakes due to the excitation of magma-filled cracks, but they were also found in areas far from the volcanic front, for example, in central Kyoto prefecture (Ohmi, 2001) .
Another possible interpretation of lower the Q in the aseismic zone is the scattering losses in the lower reflective crust and upper mantle (Ito, 1999) . Really, rays for subduction zone events cross this reflective zone and can be affected by scattering stronger than rays for seismogenic layer events. Visual analysis of the envelopes during our data processing supported the possibility of this effect: in many cases records from events in the depth range 25-50 km have longer duration and stronger coda waves than records from shallow events having the same hypocentral distance. Conclusions 1. A method for the estimation of the Q-value based on elimination of the effect of geometrical spreading using ray theory approximation was proposed. 2. Q-values in the seismogenic and aseismic layers were separately estimated; the Q-value in the seismogenic layer has a value two times higher than the Q in the aseismic zone. 3. The result for Q estimated using data from shallow events at regional distances up to 70-80 km strongly depends on the accuracy of the calculation of geometrical spreading.
effects that were not considered in the model and that could shift the estimation of the Q-value.
Trade-off Between Source, Site, and Path Effects
In simultaneous inversion, a trade-off between the source/site effect and path attenuation (Q-value) is possible (see example in Fig. 14) . This trade-off is detectable by the correlation matrix and stronger in case of a nonuniform data set: (1) some sources/sites have much a larger number of records than others and (2) the distance distribution is not uniform and has a tendency to concentrate in a narrow distance range (in this case, variations of the path effect can be smaller than the random error term and the trade-off is obvious). It is expected that the trade-off is stronger for deep earthquakes, because it is difficult to get a uniform distance distribution (there are no close sources in this case). In our case, errors of the source and site effect due to trade-off were similar, although in the case of a strongly nonuniform distance distribution (for example, in the case of an undersea aftershock swarm recorded by an inland observation network, or a swarm of deep earthquakes recorded by a network at the surface), we expect (and simulations confirm this) that the trade-off between Q in and the source effect is stronger than between Q in and the site effect, and estimations of Q-value become unstable.
Another reason for the trade-off could be lower variations of the path effect compared to the standard deviation of errors. In log scale, we can estimate the standard deviation of errors from the standard deviation of the residuals: r e ‫ס‬ 0.23 in log units. On the other hand, if Q ‫ס‬ 180 (f ‫ס‬ 1 Hz), and if the range of variation of R is from 20 to 60 km, the variation of the path effect will be only 0.1 in log units (a little better if Q ‫ס‬ 50: 0.3 compared to r e ‫ס‬ 0.23). For comparison, in the seismic tomography inversions, the situation is much better: the ratio of the variation of travel time to the standard deviation of errors is around 1-2 orders of magnitude larger. In such a situation, using a dataset much larger than used in seismic tomography could give similar resolution. In any case, validation of inversion results using a simulated dataset, similar to resolution test in seismic tomography, is necessary.
Effect of High-Velocity and High-Q Subduction Slab
Rays from events inside a high-velocity subduction slab are additionally curved downward by refraction at the upper boundary of the slab. In this case, geometrical spreading g calculated in 3D velocity model will be smaller than in the 1D model and Q dp should be increased. From the other hand, Q in the subduction slab is larger and due to trade-off, Q dp in the wedge should slightly decrease. To accurately account for the effect of the subduction zone, in future work we should use a 3D velocity model.
Effect of Q of the Low-Velocity Layer
For simplicity we assumed the same Q-values for the low-velocity and seismogenic layer, Q lv ‫ס‬ Q sh , because it is almost impossible to separate in a simultaneous inversion the Q lv in the thin low-velocity layer. Actually, Q lv should be smaller and Q sh should be larger than the estimated average value. We can estimate the corrected value of Q sh assuming that the total attenuation 1/Q equals the weighted sum of attenuation in the layers 1/Q sh and 1/Q lv with weights proportional to the average travel time inside each layer. Assuming that both have the same frequency dependence and Q 0lv ‫ס‬ 90, the proportionality gives Q 0sh ‫ס‬ 210. On estimation of Q dp , the low-velocity layer has a much smaller effect because the total path attenuation inside the seismogenic layer ‫ם‬ low-velocity layer is almost the same. Hough and Anderson (1988) studied the dependence of Q versus depth in Anza, California. They estimated Q from the high-frequency spectral decay parameter j and assumed that Q is frequency independent. Because j was estimated at f Ͼ 10 Hz, where Q( f ) flattens (e.g., see our result in Fig. 10 ), this assumption is acceptable and their results can be compared with ours at f Ͼ 10 Hz. For the low-velocity layer, seismogenic layer, and aseismic layer, their results give Q ‫ס‬ 700, 2300, and 800, respectively. Our estimates give Q( f ‫ס‬ 10) ‫ס‬ 450 [corresponds to assumed Q 0lv ( f ‫ס‬ 1) ‫ס‬ 90 earlier], 1052 (Q 0sh ‫ס‬ 210), and 580, respectively, and around 1.3 times higher at f ‫ס‬ 30 Hz: 590, 1390, and 840. Although the difference is confident (more than one standard deviation) in general dependency versus depth is quite similar.
Effect of the Reflection of Upgoing Rays from the Interface Velocity models usually have sharp, steplike velocity discontinuities. This convenient interpretation is acceptable for the calculation of travel time. Here we realized that the sharpness of the interface is important for calculating geometrical spreading. Actually, the term g in equations (1) and (2) should be not geometrical spreading only, but total "elastic attenuation": geometrical spreading ‫ם‬ losses due to reflection/conversion on the interface ‫ם‬ surface amplification. The last two terms are dependent on the incident angle and consequently are distance dependent; in this way they should be included in the term g.
Actually, the velocity discontinuity is physically a narrow transition zone with a high velocity gradient. Bending of downgoing rays inside this zone imitate reflection up, while upgoing rays will have no reflection down. In our velocity model, we assumed that the width of this zone at 3-km discontinuity is around 1 km, and we could neglect the reflection losses at least for f Ͼ 3 Hz. For lower frequencies, f Ͻ 1 Hz, such a high-gradient zone should be invisible for waves with a wavelength k much greater than the width of this zone, and a steplike model of interface would be acceptable. But even if the reflection could exist, it would decrease elastic attenuation term for shallow earthquakes more strongly than for deep earthquakes and would increase Q sh several times, while for Q dp there would be no difference. Plus signs indicate that the value would increase, while minuses indicate that it would decrease and zeros that minor or no changes are expected.
Surface Amplification
Theoretically, surface amplification has more complicated behavior than the usually assumed coefficient of 2 (see Č ervený, 2001, their figure 5.11b, for example). We neglected the surface amplification, because we expected that the absolute value and variation of the incident angle, and the surface amplification, consequently, was small due to the near-surface velocity gradient.
For a "gradient" velocity model with near-surface velocity equal to 0.9 km/sec, the distribution of incident angles for shallow events in our dataset was in a narrow range, 14.5Њ ‫ע‬ 2.5Њ; for deep events they were distributed almost uniformly in the range 0Њ-14Њ. Using formulas (5.26), (5.27), (5.29), and (5.30) from Aki and Richards (1980) , we estimated the effect of surface amplification. For the transverse component it was practically 2.0 for all incident angles. For the radial component the behavior of surface amplification was more complicated. For near-surface velocities P ‫ס‬ 2000 m/sec and S ‫ס‬ 900 m/sec (these are average values for Hi-net stations in the Kinki region, in the depth range between surface and instrument installation point), the surface amplification for the radial component grows slowly from 2.0 to 2.1 in the 0Њ-25Њ range and than rapidly from 2.1 to 2.6 in 25Њ-29.5Њ range. From these estimations we could assume that the surface effect was negligible for all events, although we accept that Q sh can decrease slightly. Surface amplification, although having a small effect on the estimation of the average Q, can strongly increase the variance of estimations due to the large variance of individual station velocities, and it should be included in the calculation of elastic attenuation in future work.
Effect of Physical Ray Width
Due to scattering of high-frequency waves, the physical rays have finite width, which should be much larger than the width of the Fresnel zone, which is usually assumed in seismic tomography. For the seismogenic layer, the width of Fresnel zone can be estimated as (e.g., Č ervený, 2001) 
where T d is the duration of the direct waves group. For T d ϳ 1.2 sec (for T d , see Fig. 9 ) and for R ‫ס‬ 50 km, we estimated W s ‫ס‬ 20.8 km.
The last result means that for near-horizontal rays in the seismogenic layer, the depth range covered by scattered rays will be more than the assumed 20 km: around 25-30 km. In this case two variants of interpretation of the results for the Q-value are possible. (1) The high-Q layer is wider than the assumed 20 km, and in this case Q dp should be shifted to a smaller value. (2) Rays in the seismogenic layer partly cover the low-Q zone, and in this case Q sh should be increased against the inverted value. In both variants the difference between Q sh and Q dp should be larger. Probably, the intermediate case, when Q sh in the seismogenic layer should be slightly increased but Q dp in the aseismic zone should be slightly decreased, is most acceptable. The ray width has a much smaller effect on the estimation of the Q-value in case of near-vertical rays from the slab events.
Reflections of Downgoing Rays from the Lower Crust Reflectors
Another effect of scattering is that for seismogenic layer events, the incident angle into the 3-km interface can be effectively decreased by the reflections from deeper reflectors; compare incident angles of direct and scattered rays in Figure A1 . Such reflectors are found in the middle and lower crust, h Ͼ 20 km (Ito, 1999) . For a near-surface source, such reflections are effective at distances greater than the critical distance, which is approximately 80 km in the northern Kinki region (see Figure 7 of Ito, 1999) and for deeper sources they can be effective at smaller distances. But at such distances the arrival of the reflected waves was around 2 sec later than the arrival of the direct waves, and it was effectively removed by windowing. Probably the most distant records of deeper earthquakes in the seismogenic layer in our dataset are affected by reflection. Generally, this effect can slightly reduce the Q for the seismogenic layer.
All considered effects are summarized in Table A1 . Although no numerical estimations were made in some cases, there is a slight tendency that after accurate consideration of all these effects the separation of the Q-values will be stronger.
